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ABSTRACT

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 50 (10CFR50), Appendix G, establishes the Vases
for setting allowable pressure and temperature limits
on reactors during heatup and cooldovn operations. Both
the Klc and KIa curves are utilized in prescribed ways to
maintain reactor vessel structural integrity in the
presence of an assumed or actual flaw and operating
stresses. Currently, the code uses the K u curve,
normalized to the RTBnr, to represent the fracture
toughness trend for unirradiated and irradiated pressure
vessel steels. Although this is clearly a conservative
policy, it has been suggested that the KIc curve is the
more appropriate for application to a non-accident
operating condition. A number of uncertainties have been
identified, however, that might convert normal operating
transients into a dynamic leading situation. Those
include the introduction of running cracks from local
brittle zones, crack pop-ins, reduced toughness from
arrested cleavage cracks, description of the KIc curve
for irradiated materials, and other related unresolved
issues relative to elastic-plastic fracture mechanics.
Some observations and conclusions can be made regarding
various aspects of those uncertainties and they are
discussed in this paper. A discussion of further work
required and under way to address the reiciiung
uncertainties is also presented.

INTRODUCTION

Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 50 (10CFR50), Appendix G, establishes the bases for
setting allowable pressure and temperature limits on
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reactors during heatup and cooldown operations. The
Klc curve in Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code was established as a lower bound to
quasi-static linear-elastic fracture toughness results
which were valid according to the requirements of
ASTM E 399. The VLlm (crack-arrest) curve w»s
established similarly with dynamic fracture toughness
and crack-arrest toughness results. Both the Kl0 and KIt

curves are utilized in prescribed ways to maintain
reactor vessel structural integrity in the presence of
an assumed or actual flaw and operating stresses. The
stress intensity during operation is kept below the
appropriate curve depending on the situation being
analyzed; thus, the shapes of the pre- and
postirradiation curves are important to enable the
establishment of safe operating limits on reactor
operations as well as reliable bases for analyses.

Currently, the code uses the Kl€ curve, normalized
to the reference transition temperature, RTJQJ, to
represent the fracture toughness trend for unirradiated
and irradiated pressure vessel steels under normal and
upset operating conditions. Although this is clearly
a conservative policy, it has been suggested that the
KJc curve is more appropriate for some applications
within these operating conditions. The Materials
Engineering Branch of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) has taken such a proposal unJer
advisement. However, there is a concern that there may
be unaccounted for unknowns that might convert normal
operating transients into a dynamic loading situation.
A list of possibilities would include the introduction
of running cracks from local brittle zones, crack
pop-ins, or other special unresolved issues. Other
related issues include the role of elastic-plastic
fracture mechanics, consideration of specimen size
effects, and the significance of crack arrest toughness.

Because advances in analysis techniques have become
available for fracture mechanics related evaluations of
transition temperature effects, the concepts related to
nuclear vessel safety evaluation are being revisited.
Now elastic-plastic analysis concepts are found to be
useful in evaluating cleavage fracture conditions for
vessel materials in heavy-section applications. As a
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result, it is not always necessary to confine the
fracture toughness data base to valid Klc in order to
have good data for the study of transition temperature
effects. Of equal value, for appropriately related
loading conditions, are elastic-plastic Kjc values
obtained by conversion from Jc, determined at the onset
of running cleavage crack fractures. Interest is now
turning toward learning how to deal with constraint
effects on cleavage behavior of ferritic materials under
both linoar-elastic and elastic-plastic conditions.1

Much effort has been put into the use of
weakest-link (extremal) statistics coupled with the
Weibull model for describing KJc data distributions in
the transition temperature range.2 This approach is not
only used to characterize and explain the reasons for
data scatter in the transition range, it models the
effect of specimen (component) size on the mean values
of Kjc distributions. Significant contributions have
been made by Uallin3'4 who has thoroughly explored the
statistical methods/specimen size relationship. In
addition, because of his work, several investigators
have been able to establish a link between highly
theoretical micromechanics mechanisms and the widely
adopted three-parameter Weibull model of the
experimentalist.5 Through gathering numerous sets of
KJc data, Wallin has concluded that the shape of data
distributions such as that shown in Fig. 1, is
essentially the same for all vessel type steels.
Specifically, the slope of Weibull plots is constant at
4, independent of specimen size and test temperature.
This observation has simplified the procedure of
calculating specimen size effects on cleavage toughness
behavior.

WEIBULL PLOT

SLOPE = 4

DENSITY FUNCTION

Fig. 1. Data for a 2T Kjc distribution plotted on
Weibull coordinates (left) and the resulting density
function (right).

The Fifth Irradiation Series in the Heavy-Section
Steel Irradiation (HSSI) Program at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory was aimed at obtaining a statistically
significant fracture toughness data base on two
submerged-arc welds of A 533 grade B composition with
high-copper contents to determine the shift and shape
of the Klc curve as a consequence of irradiation. That
project has produced KJe data on pressure vessel
materials in both the unirradiated and irradiated
conditions, under highly controlled conditions such that

a clear picture of transition temperature
characteristics could be obtained. The shape of the
so-called lower bound ASME Klc curve was evaluated using
specimens of a wide range of sizes; IT, 2T, 4T, 6T, and
8T compact specimens, to obtain fracture toughness
values high In the transition curve. The HSSI Sixth
Irradiation Series has the same objective for the KI#
curve. Both of the aforementioned irradiation
experiments are discussed in this paper.

This paper also addresses the question of small
cleavage crack Jumps, called pop-ins, which often occur
prior to the final cleavage instability that leads to
specimen fracture. These pop-ins vary in size and there
is no consensus regarding the basis on which to judge
the significance of pop-ins, not only to the tested
specimen but to the larger structure. It is important
to know if the Kjc determined at the first pop-in event
is relevant to safety issues.

DETERMINATION OF L0V7ER BOUND Klc CURVE
FOR IRRADIATED MATERIALS

The current procedures for testing of surveillance
specimens removed from commercial nuclear reactors
require a minimum of 12 Charpy V-notch (CVN) specimens
to develop a full curve of CVN toughness vs test
temperature. The temperature shift between the
unirradiated and irradiated CVN curves at the 41-J
(30-ft-lb) level, plus a margin term, is added to the
unirradiated reference temperature, RT^^, to obtain the
reference temperature for the irradiated material. The
margin term is essentially one standard deviation on
Charpy data and is specified in Regulatory Guide 1.99
(Rev. 2).6 The implicit assumptions with these
procedures are (1) the CVN 41-J shift represents the
shift in the RTKDT, (2) the KIc and KIa fracture toughness
shifts are the same as the CVN shift, and (3) the shapes
of fracture toughness curves do not change as a
consequence of irradiation.

The shape of the ASME 1-jwer-bound KIc curve has
been established using a collection of valid KIc data
on unirradiated pressure vessel steels.7 As stated
above, it has been assumed without proof that the lower
bound for irradiation damaged materials has the same
shape as that for unirradiated materials, even though
it has been known that the shape of CVN Inpact
transition curves can change considerably after
irradiation. Recently, an extensive amount of data on
irradiated submerged-arc welds has been generated under
the HSSI Fifth Irradiation Series.* Two weld metals of
identical chemistries except for copper content were
tested for KIc (Kjc), in both the unirradiated and
irradiated conditions [1.5 x 1018 neutrons/cmz

(>1 MeV)]. The program involved the testing of over
275 compact specimens in sizes ranging from IT to 8T.
The two copper contents were 0.23 and 0.31 wt *.

As shown in Fig. 2, Charpy specimens indicated that
there was a change in the shape of the mean curve after
irradiation. The 41-J transition temperature shifts
were 72 and 82°C for the low- and high-copper welds,
respectively. Figure 3 shows the irradiated cleavage
fracture toughness data (both KIc and KJc are shown and
will be referred to as KJc) from both welds plotted on
a temperature scale normalized to the RTroT. The RTroI

of each irradiated weld was determined by adding the
41-J shift (from the Charpy mean curve fits, without the
margin term) to the unirradiated RTNDI and the KJc curves
constructed appropriately relative to the RT^. The
ASME curve (solid line) and the EPRI curve" (dashed
line) are shown. All the fracture toughness data of
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Fig. 3. KJc data for A 533 grade B class 2 weld
metals of two copper levels compared to the two existing
ASME lower-bound curves transposed via the 41-J CVN
criterion.

unirradiated material were either on or above the
commonly used EPRI curve (mathematical representation
for the lower-bound ASME Klc curve). These data clearly
indicate that there had been a change in the shape of
the lower bound trend line and that none of the curves
represents the general shape f r the lower bound of the
irradiated data. A strategy on how to handle this
change in shape is needed. With a transition
temperature shift from the 41-J Charpy data of
surveillance specimens, plus a margin of 15.6°C, the
KIc curve would not provide a lower boundary to the
irradiated data. On the other hand, if the transition
shift had been calculated by Regulatory Guide 1.99 for
the case of no surveillance data (based on chemical
composition), the predicted shift and added margin would
transpose the curves an additional 72°C and the data
would have been poorly represented, leading to undue
conservatism.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, ouch of the shape change
is suggested by data where cleavage crack pop-ins
(filled symbols) had been used as the representative KJc
data points for the test record. One such test record
with a cleavage crack pop-in is shown in Fig. 4.
Usually, material that suffers a pop-in can subsequently
sustain higher loads prior to fracture, hence it is
debatable which event is the more appropriate to failure
analyses.
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Fig. 4. A typical load-displacement test record
of A 533 grade B class 2 weld metal (irradiated) with
crack pop-in, tested at 95"C.

EVALUATION OF CRACK POP-INS

The issue of importance is to know whether pop-ins
can be ignored or if they represent a aaterial property
that is significant to safety analyses. ASTM Standard
Method E 1290 on Crack Tip Opening Displacement
Toughness Measurement (CTOD) has established a test
record evaluation procedure that stipulates when a
pop-in event is significant. If there is nominally no re
than 2% crack extension in compact and bend specinens,
the pop-in is regarded as significant and the toughness
at initiation of pop-in is used in analyses. The
definition was an outgrowth of dynamic analyses of
cracked bend bar specimens. This approach, however,
does not recognize the unpredictable characteristic of
pop-ins. One specimen probably will not respond the
same as an identically prepared duplicate. As an
example, Fig. 5 shows a test record for the duplicate
specimen to Fig. 4 where, after pop-in, the specimen
clearly failed to recover toughness.

Figure 6 gives more perspective on the
K(pop-in)/K,c relationship of the irradiated submerged-
arc welds in the HSSI Fifth Irradiation Series discussed
earlier. Pop-ins tend to occur only within a certain
window of test temperatures, generally between the
lower-shelf to mid-transition range. For the welds of
this particular irradiation series, the window extended
from RTRDi to about RTmi + 100*C. As can be seen, full
cleavage type Kjc fractures develop more frequently, and
Fig. 6 compares the scatter bands of pop-ins and
fractures. It would appear that pop-in data fall within
the KJc scatter bands at all but one temperature. In
the Fifth Irradiation Series, there vere only three
pop-in events in 155 tests of unirradiated aaterial, but
there were 29 pop-ins out of 110 irradiated material
tests. Of these, about 40% were deeaed to be
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High-copper A 533 grade B weld metal, irradiated.

insignificant when evaluated by the aforementioned ASTM
Standard E 1290 on CTOD. These data indicated that the
pop-in phenomenon is strongly rooted in metallurgical
effects. Therefore, the application of mechanics
principles alone does not appear to be the best approach
for development of a pop-in judgement criterion.

EFFECT OF CRACK TIP-MORPHOLOGY

This issue comes from the work of Rosenfield,l0 who
had raised questions about the relation between fatigue
precracks (used in almost all laboratory practices), and
natural cracks in structures, one type of which might
result from crack arrest events. The study had used
wedge-loaded compact specimens to obtain crack-arrest
toughness, Kj,, in A 508 class 2 forging steel; then a
reinitiation Klc (termed Klc' ) was measured upon
reimposed wedge loading. The material was in an
atypical heat-treated condition, modified to suit the
needs of an ORNL thermal shock test of an intermediate
size pressure vessel. Rosenfield statistically analyzed
the data, as shown in Fig. 7, and concluded that the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Kjc distribution for fatigue
precracked specimens (diamond symbol), reinitiation
after crack arrest (circles), and TSE cylinder test Klc
and Klc' values (x).

reinitiation KIc' agreed with the vessel results. The
problem is that the reinitiation KIe' values were about
one-half of the Kic values from fatigue precracked
specimens, also shown in Fig. 7. It Is important to
point out, however, that the median Klc values
(corresponding to -0.37 on the coordinate axis) for both
types of data were well above the ASME KIc curve. Only
about 10% of the reinitiation data from the wedge-loaded
specimens fell below the ASME curve. Nevertheless, the
consideration that crack tip morphology night affect
toughness performance must be resolved. Experiments
are now being conducted at Battelle Columbus
Laboratories and au the University of Maryland with
different materials and with testing techniques that
are customized for Klc* determinations.

Results of eight tests from the University of
Maryland work11 (Table 1) compare initiation toughness
from fatigue precracked specimens with that from
specimens with arrested cleavage cracks. The material
conformed to the chemical composition requirements of
A 508 class 2 but was used in the as-quenched condition
so that the tensile properties were high strength,
representative of irradiated steel. Four single-edge
notched, three-point bend specimens of about
38 x 89 x 406 mm (1.5 x 3.5 x 16 in.) overall dimensions
and with chevron notch and side grooves were used to
make arrested cracks. Four other specimens were fatigue
precracked to a crack depth beyond the chevron. Two of
each type specimen were then tested at 23 and 65*C to
determine KIc. There was no significant difference in
Klc between the two groups of specimens with the two
different types of precracks. The test results will be
further evaluated regarding verification of the crack
front arrest positions using scanning electron
microscopy.



Table 1. Comparison of fracture toughness
results from specimens with fatigue

precracks and arrested
cleavage cracks

Test
temperature

CC)

23

65

(MP«£
Fatigue
precrack

73, 73
76, 85

111, 127
121

1

5)

Arrest
precrack

81
73, 77

119
127

•The P-CMOD curves of specimens
with two KIc values consist of two
peaks, one quick pop-in preceding
Che final fracture.

CRACK ARREST

The two A 533 grade B submerged-arc weld metals
tested for lower-bound KIc curve determination were also
tested for crack arrest K u in the unirradiated and
irradiated conditions as part of the HSSI Sixth
Irradiation Series.12 Over 100 wedge-loaded specimens
were tested and the results are summarized in Fig. 8.
These data are plotted on the temperature scale
normalized to the RTSDI temperature which was determined
by adding the CVN 41-J temperature shift to the
unirradiated RTml.

13 It is immediately obvious that the
ASME Klm curve is conservative by about 28°C, even
though the unirradiated and irradiated lower-bound Klc
curve for these sane materials ranged from marginally
to greatly nonconservative. Even more interesting is
the fact that there is no suggested change in the shape
of the lower bound KIa curve due to irradiation effects.
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Fig. 8. Crack-arrest KIa fracture toughness data
from HSSI Sixth Irradiation test program. Comparison
to 41-j CVN transposed K:, curve and -28"C adjustment to
fit data.

M.arschall et al.1* have measured crack-arrest
toughness of three irradiated weldments and two
irradiated plates. When copper contents were below
0.10 vt %, Charpy 41-J shifts were small (<20°C), and
slightly smaller than the KIt shifts. Of more practical
importance, for copper contents in the range 0.2 to
0.3 wt 4, the Charpy shifts overpredicted the KI# shifts

by 20 to 55°C. However, the reported Kj. shifts are
somewhat uncertain, since the data did not extend to
sufficiently high test temperatures to encompass the
rising portion of the curve and to evaluate whether its
shape was altered.

Figure 9 shows the 41-J shifted ASME Kj, and KIc
curves as well as the bounding curves for the irradiated
data (normalized for R T ^ as before). The
postirradiation static toughness curve that bounds the
Kcl experimental data (dashed line) is in fact at a
higher temperature than the lower-bound dynamic K u

toughness curve (dotted line). Of course, Kj. data in
reality cannot be more tough than Kjc (static) data.
One important factor is the number of tests performed;
110 irradiated fracture toughness results and only
34 irradiated crack-arrest results are available.
Further, the fracture toughness and crack-arrest data
for the unirradiated welds are not nearly as far apart
as the ASME curves. Resolution of the observations in
Fig. 9 most likely resides in consideration of
statistical variations. If one were to eliminate first
pop-in data from the static set, the two lower-bound
experimental curves would in fact be almost the same.
In a way, this observation suggests that static vs
dynamic loading effects tend to vanish as the material
strength properties are increased by irradiation damage.
Therefore, it is quite possible that pop-in behavior
occurs in materials that have static and dynamic
fracture toughness curves (transition curves) that are
close. If this were the case, then it is likely that
crack arrest after pop-in would give a fair estimate of
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Fig. 9. Lower-bound curves for irradiated A 533
grade B class 2 weld metal. ASME KIc and KJa curves
transposed by 41-J CVN criterion and the sane curves
transposed to fit the lower-bound of experimental data.

Twenty two of the pop-in test records from those
compact specimen fracture toughness tests were analyzed
as crack-arrest specimens, using the post pop-in crack
size and applied load in each case to calculate
linear-elastic Kj. values. The procedure differs from
the displacement-based data analysis of ASTM Standard
E 1221 (Determining Plane Strain Crack Arrest Fracture
Toughness, Klt, of Ferritic Steels). Figure 10 shows
that the pop-in results appear to mix well with the
legitimate E 1221 data in support of the hypothesis
described above. However, it should be pointed out that
at the higher toughness levels, small pop-ins that
produce only a small jog in the test records can
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indicate significant drops from KJc to Kj. fracture
toughness due to the difference between using elastic-
plastic analysis vs linear elastic analysis in the
latter case. Thus, the use of elastic-plastic
techniques for analysis of crack arrest toughness is an
ongoing issue.

SPECIMEN SIZE EFFECTS

The fact that section size has an effect on the
transition temperature of ferritic steels has been known
for decades, but aside from empirical observations of
constraint effects, no rationale in the form of
analytically based models were forthcoming until about
1979. The work of Landes and Schaffer had introduced
the concept of "extremal statistics" and Weibull fitting
of Jc (KJc) data populations to predict size effects in
the transition range. Such analyses are dependent on
large data populations in order to have good accuracy
of determination. Two experiments will be selected,
one of which involves over 100 KJc tests in the
transition range. These will be used to explore the
accuracy of size effect prediction with statistical
methods.

The classical characterization of size effects in
the transition range is shown in Fig. 11 (ref. 15).
Data scatter effects were characterized for 1/2T, IT,
2T, and 4T compact specimens of A 533 grade B class 1
steel. This figure is useful from the standpoint that
it shows the classical size effect pattern that is
mathematically characterized by the extremal statistics
model. That is, the model suggests that there is
greater data scatter and higher mean KJc in the smaller
specimens. With increased specimen size, the data
scatter reduces and the mean Kc tends toward a
lower-bound value, obtained consistently with very large
specimens. Something else of interest, not modeled by
statistics, is that the classical data scatter/specimen
size effect is test temperature dependent. At the
temperature where 1/2T compact specimens tend toward
fully ductile behavior, the scatter band for IT
specimens enlarges. Although not shown, this trend will
continue up to a temperature wall where specimens of all
sizes show large scatter because the cleavage stress
mechanism is overcome by ductile crack growth and
plastic deformation.
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A 533 grade B class 2 base metal specimens tested as
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The second example is provided by the experiment
on the two submerged-arc weld metals described earlier.
Replication in this experiment was not extensive, but
one opportunity was provided by an effort to obtain
valid Klc in ST compact specimens at the highest
possible toughness level for that specimen thickness.
Data from four 2T size specimens were analyzed using
extremal statistics to predict median KJc for 4T, 6T,
and 8T specirasns, to be tested in that order. Figure 12
shows the results. The valid Klc for an 8T speciaen was
about 150 MPa/m, and the test data from duplicate
specimens of 4T and 6T sizes indicated that it was
reasonable to expect that at least one 8T specimen would
develop a valid value. The expected result was not
obtained, however, despite the exhaustive care taken in
conducting the test. Therefore, it was concluded that
the high toughness in large specimens was manifest in
a legitimate breakdown of the extremal statistics model
due to wide scatter band behavior of large specimens at
high toughness levels. This same result was experienced
in both of the weld metals.

A 533 grade B class 1 steel froa an ORNL wide plate
test series16 was sampled for 1/2T, IT, 2T, and 4T
specimens with extensive replication in order to develop
statistically suitable data populations. Tests were
conducted at twc temperatures, -75*C (between lower
shelf and mid-transition) and -150*C (on the lower
shelf). Figure 13 is a prediction of IT, 2T, and 4T
distributions based on the 1/2T distribution. In all
cases, the Weibull slope was fixed at 4 as recommended
by Wallin.3 Table 2 provides a summary that compares
predicted median KJc values against median KJc values
from Weibull fits to experimental data. The column of
(£„!„ values are merely fitting constants used in the
three parameter Weibull model to optimize the fit of
experimental data to a Weibull slope of 4. As can be
seen in Fig. 13, at -75*C the extremal statistical model
had predicted the specimen size effect extrenely well.
At -150°C, the experimental data, summarized in Table 2,
indicate that there is no specimen size effect, and the
extremal statistics predictions did not work in this
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of experimental confirmation are open data points.

case. Assumption of the existence of size effects is
implicit in the model, independent of temperature, and
when specimen size effects vanish at either the low
toughness end or the high toughness end of the
transition range, the extremal statistics model tends
to fail.
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Fig. 13. Weibull fit to 1/2TC(T) data distribution
used to predict distributions for IT, 2T, and 4T compact
specimens (A 533 grade B class 2 base metal specimens).

Another interesting aspect of scatter band behavior
is that even though median Kjc decreases with increasing
specimen size, the lowest values along a data trend for
lower bound Klc could be from specimens that are smaller
than those that were thick enough to s :isfy the Klc
validity requirements. Figure 14 shows some example

Table 2. Prediction of nedian KJ(, using
1/2TC(T) distribution, A 533 grade B

Test
temperature

<°C)

-75
-75
-75
-75

-150
-150
-150
-150

Specimen

1/2T
IT
2T
4T

1/2T
IT
2T
4T

Median KJc
(MPa7m)

Predicted

122.4
109.9
99.3
90.4

40.6
33.9
31.9
28.5

Actual

122.4
102.0
102.6
86.4

40.6
43.4
44.8

-

• u . v

43.5
0

13.5
6

10.5
24.5
19.0
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Fig. 14. Scatter bands that show how lower-bound

Kjc values are not a direct function of specimen size.

scatter bands of data. The 1/2T specimens tested at
-150"C had five cases where the KJc values were lower
than the lowest value obtained from IT specioens. At
-75*C the lowest values came fron IT specimens, while
at -5*C the 2T specimens give the lowest values. Hence,
the largest specimens with the greatest constraint nay
not always be those that define the lower-bound
toughness.

DESCRIPTION OF FURTHER WORK REQUIRED

The above discussion presented the objectives of
this study and a brief description of soi«e of the
results obtained on programs to date which are germane
those objectives. There are a number of areas in which
further work is currently under way.

1. Regarding the use of fracture mechanics in the
ductile-to-brittle transition region, there is a need
to establish more definitive specimen size requirements
for the application of statistical models of fracture



toughness, such as the Weibull-based analyses presented
earlier. This is particularly important in the case of
irradiation effects because there is evidence that use
of a lower-bound curve of fracture toughness based on
unirradiated material may not be adequate for the
irradiated case. A strategy is needed to account for
that behavior. Directly related to this is the need for
a fundamental understanding of constraint effects.
There are various studies currently under way to answer
these questions.

2. Metallurgical examinations of prototypical
reactor pressure vessel welds are under way to
characterize microstructural features which may be
localized regions of low toughness (i.e., local brittle
zones), especially as a consequence of irradiation.

3. Investigations of the material toughness on
initiation of arrested cleavage cracks (i.e.,
reinitiation toughness) are under way to include
characterization of the plastic zone at arrest and the
morphology of the arrested crack tip. These studies
are being conducted specifically to explain previous
observations of reduced reinitiation toughness.

4. Further understanding of cleavage crack pop-ins
is needed. The phenomenon of pop-ins is related to each
of the three areas described above and some studies are
currently under way.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Based on experimental observations, irradiation
can affect the shape of the lower-bound KIc curve.
Preliminary observations indicate, however, that the
shape of the lower-bound KIa curve is not changed as a
consequence of irradiation.

2. Cleavage pop-ins are material dependent and
the calculated fracture toughnesses even from small
pop-ins fall within the scatter band of cleavage
fracture results. This indicates that a KJc value
determined at a pop-in is a significant material
toughness determination.

3. It appears from the results of irradiation
programs that the convergence of the Klc and KIa curves
occurred as a result of irradiation hardening and
apparently a diminution of strain rate effects on
fracture toughness.

4. Statistical models foi cleavage fracture work
within a limited temperature range (window) in the
ductile-to-brittle transition region. Moreover,
lower-bound behavior is not necessarily assured when
valid Klc data are obtained. Tests sometimes show that
the Kjc and Kjc from small specimens can be less than the
Klc from larger specimens.
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